The mixed spin-1 and spin-1/2 Heisenberg octahedral chain with regularly alternating monomeric spin-1 sites and square-plaquette spin-1/2 sites is investigated using variational technique, localizedmagnon approach, exact diagonalization and density-matrix renormalization group method. The investigated model has in a magnetic field an extraordinarily rich ground-state phase diagram, which includes the uniform and cluster-based Haldane phases, two ferrimagnetic phases of Lieb-Mattis type, two quantum spin liquids and two bound magnon crystals in addition to the fully polarized ferromagnetic phase. The lowest-energy eigenstates in a highly-frustrated parameter region belong to flat bands and hence, low-temperature thermodynamics close to discontinuous field-driven quantum phase transitions related to the bound-magnon crystals and ferromagnetic ground states can be satisfactorily described within the localized-magnon approach. The variational method provides an exact evidence for the magnon-crystal phase with a character of the monomer-tetramer ground state at zero magnetic field, while another magnon-crystal phase involving a single magnon bound state at each square plaquette is found in a high-field region. A diversity of quantum ground states gives rise to manifold zero-temperature magnetization curves, which may involve up to four wide intermediate plateaus at zero, one-sixth, one-third and two-thirds of the saturation magnetization in addition to two quantum spin-liquid regions and two tiny plateaus at one-ninth and one-twelfth of the saturation magnetization corresponding to the fragmentized cluster-based Haldane phases.
I. INTRODUCTION
Quantum Heisenberg systems with antiferromagnetic interactions may exhibit unconventional quantum ground states, which are responsible for anomalous course of magnetization curves at low temperatures. One of the most spectacular quantum phases with an energy gap is topologically nontrivial Haldane-type phase, which has been discovered in the ground state of the antiferromagnetic spin-1 Heisenberg chain.
1,2 A subtle nature of the Haldane phase has been revealed by Affleck, Kennedy, Lieb, and Tasaki when considering a more general bilinear-biquadratic version of the antiferromagnetic spin-1 Heisenberg chain (the so-called AKLT model), which has an exact valence-bond-solid ground state with only slightly higher (about 5%) ground-state energy in comparison with the Haldane phase. 3, 4 It is noteworthy that the valence-bond-solid ground state of the AKLT model has the maximal value of the hidden string-order parameter, which is ultimately connected with creating singlets between all adjacent spin-1 particles symmetrically decomposed into two fictitious spin-1/2 quasiparticles. Owing to this fact, the valence-bond-solid ground state of the AKLT model has a character of a unique singlet state with topologically protected spin-1/2 edges and the same holds true for the Haldane phase being continuously connected to the valence-bond-solid ground state of the AKLT model. 5 As a matter of fact, electron-spinresonance measurements on the nickel-based compound NENP affording an experimental realization of the antiferromagnetic spin-1 Heisenberg chain gave evidence of breaking of valence bonds (singlets) through a doping with the spin-1/2 impurities. 6 This experimental observation has thus verified proximity of the Haldane phase to the valence-bond-solid ground state.
From the viewpoint of the magnetization response, the Haldane phase macroscopically manifests itself in a zero-temperature magnetization curve as a zero plateau, which breaks down at a critical field closing a singlettriplet energy gap associated with a field-driven quantum phase transition towards the Tomonaga-Luttinger quantum spin liquid. 7 It is worthwhile to remark that intermediate magnetization plateaus emergent in magnetization process of quantum Heisenberg antiferromagnets may correspond to exotic quantum phases of diverse character and they can occur at different fractional values of the saturation magnetization. [8] [9] [10] Oshikawa, Yamanaka, and Affleck have found a rigorous criterion for an existence of the intermediate magnetization plateaus in onedimensional quantum Heisenberg systems, which may exhibit magnetization plateaus on assumption that the following quantization condition is met: p(S u − m u ) ∈ Z, where p is a period of the ground state, S u denotes the total spin of elementary unit, m u determines the total magnetization of elementary unit and Z is a set of integer numbers.
11,12
The aforementioned quantization condition would imply that the higher the period of the ground state is, the greater is the number of available magnetization plateaus. The spin-1/2 Heisenberg orthogonal-dimer chain [13] [14] [15] [16] represents a rare example of a quantum spin chain, which exhibits in a zero-temperature magnetization curve a peculiar sequence of infinite number of intermediate magnetization plateaus. By numerical exact diagonalization Schulenburg and Richter 14 have rigorously proved that infinite series of magnetization plateaus of the spin-1/2 Heisenberg orthogonal-dimer chain at Z 2(Z+1) of the saturation magnetization is a direct consequence of the fragmentation of the magnetic ground state.
The fragmentation, which is caused by a local creation of singlets, may be also responsible for existence of cluster-based Haldane-type phases as originally reported for the Heisenberg diamond chain. [17] [18] [19] [20] Recent experimental discovery cluster-based Haldane- has stimulated a renewed interest in a search of other quantum spin chains possibly displaying the clusterbased Haldane-type ground states. 23, 24 Another exotic quantum ground states, which are manifested in a zerotemperature magnetization curve as intermediate magnetization plateaus emergent just below the saturation field, may have a character of the bound magnon crystals. It is worth mentioning that the localized nature of bound magnons within the magnon-crystal phases enables a description of low-temperature magnetization curves from a mapping correspondence with classical lattice-gas (Ising) models. [25] [26] [27] In our recent work, we have found that the localized-magnon approach can be extended to cover a full magnetization curve of the spin-1/2 Heisenberg octahedral chain from zero up to saturation field whenever the lowest-energy bound one-and two-magnon states are simultaneously taken into consideration.
28,29
The present work will be devoted to a detailed examination of the mixed spin-1 and spin-1/2 Heisenberg octahedral chain in a magnetic field. It will be demonstrated hereafter that the considered quantum spin chain exhibits a lot of intriguing quantum ground states including the cluster-based Haldane phases, the bound magnoncrystal phases, the Lieb-Mattis ferrimagnetic phases and the Tomonaga-Luttinger quantum spin liquids, which will be the main subject of our investigations.
The organization of this paper is as follows. The mixed spin-1 and spin-1/2 Heisenberg octahedral chain will be defined in Sec. II, in which several complementary calculation techniques will also be presented. The most interesting results for the ground-state phase diagrams in zero and nonzero magnetic field, zero-and finite-temperature magnetization curves and the magnetic-field dependence of the specific heat are discussed in Sec. III. Finally, several concluding remarks are mentioned in Sec. IV.
II. HEISENBERG OCTAHEDRAL CHAIN
In the present work, we will explore the mixed spin-1 and spin-1/2 Heisenberg octahedral chain diagrammatically illustrated in Fig. 1 , which can be defined through 
FIG. 2: (Color online)
A six-spin cluster with the geometric shape of an elementary octahedron, which is used to built up the mixed spin-1 and spin-1/2 Heisenberg octahedral chain.
the following Hamiltonian
Here,Ŝ i,j ≡ (Ŝ x i,j ,Ŝ y i,j ,Ŝ z i,j ) labels three spatial components of the spin-1 (spin-1/2) operator for the unit cell index i = 1 (i = 2, 3, 4, 5), respectively. The exchange interaction J 1 > 0 accounts for the antiferromagnetic monomer-plaquette interaction between the nearest-neighbor spin-1 and spin-1/2 particles, while the interaction constant J 2 accounts for the antiferromagnetic intra-plaquette interaction between the nearestneighbor spins-1/2 particles from the same square plaquette. The last term in the Hamiltonian (1) stands for the magnetostatic energy of magnetic moments in a magnetic field h ≥ 0. The periodic boundary condition S 1,N +1 ≡ S 1,1 is assumed for simplicity. Let us examine the Hamiltonian (1) by employing a few complementary analytical and numerical techniques thoroughly described in the subsequent sections.
A. Variational principle
In a highly frustrated parameter region J 2 > 3J 1 one may adapt a variational technique in order to find an exact ground state of the mixed spin-1 and spin-1/2 Heisenberg octahedral chain in a zero magnetic field.
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The main idea of this approach lies in decomposing the total Hamiltonian (1) into a sum of cell Hamiltonianŝ H = N j=1Ĥ j , where each cell HamiltonianĤ j perti-nent to a six-spin cluster with a geometric shape of an octahedron (see Fig. 2 ) is given bŷ
Subsequently, the variational arguments can be used term-by-term in order to obtain a lower bound for the ground-state energy of the mixed spin-1 and spin-1/2 Heisenberg octahedral chain E 0 from a sum of the lowest eigenenergies ε 0 j of cell Hamiltonians, i.e. E 0 ≥ N j=1 ε 0 j . The energy spectrum of a single mixed-spin Heisenberg octahedron with apical spin-1 particles and a square base composed of four spin-1/2 particles (see Fig. 2 for illustration) can be expressed in terms of five quantum spin numbers S T,j , S ,j , S 24,j , S 35,j and S 16,j
which determine the total spin of the octahedron S T,j , the total spin of the square plaquette S ,j , the total spin of the spin-1 apical particles S 16,j and the total spin of two spin-1/2 particles from opposite corners of a square plaquette S 24,j and S 35,j , respectively. It follows from Eq. (3) that the lowest-energy eigenstate of the mixedspin Heisenberg octahedron in a highly frustrated parameter region J 2 > 3J 1 is a degenerate state characterized by the quantum spin numbers S ,j = 0, S 24,j = 1, S 35,j = 1 and S T,j,k = S 16,j , whereas the latter quantum spin numbers S T,j,k and S 16,j can take any out of three possible values 0, 1, 2. This result is taken to mean that the four spins-1/2 particles from each square base are in a singlet-tetramer state and the spin-1 particles from the apical (monomeric) sites become completely free, i.e. paramagnetic in character because the singlet-tetramer state breaks correlation between the monomeric spins on both its sides. The monomer-tetramer (MT) phase thus becomes the relevant ground state of the mixed spin-1 and spin-1/2 Heisenberg octahedral chain with the following eigenvector
where the former eigenvectors refer to the monomeric spin-1 particles and the latter eigenvector specifies state of the plaquette spin-1/2 particles.
The variational principle consequently proves emergence of the exact MT ground state provided that the condition J 2 > 3J 1 is met. Under this circumstance the apical spin-1 particles are completely free in a zero field and become fully polarized by any nonzero external magnetic field due to a nonmagnetic character of the singlet-plaquette state of four spin-1/2 particles forming a square base. Owing to this fact, the MT ground state should manifest itself in a zero-temperature magnetization curve as the intermediate one-third plateau with regard to a full polarization of the apical spin-1 particles. Note furthermore that the singlet-tetramer state is nothing but the localized two-magnon state.
B. Localized-magnon eigenstates
The fully polarized ferromagnetic (FM) state represents another ground state of the mixed spin-1 and spin-1/2 Heisenberg octahedral chain emergent at high enough magnetic fields
which has the following energy eigenvalue
being the respective zerofield energy. In the frustrated parameter space J 2 > 2J 1 one may adapt the concept of independent localized magnons 26, 27 in order to determine an exact ground state emergent below the saturation field. The exact onemagnon eigenstates can be found with the help of orthonormal basis |i, j =Ŝ 
The set of equations (6) can be subsequently used for solving the eigenvalue problem in the one-magnon
N j=1 c i,κ e iκj |i, j . The relative energy of exact one-magnon eigenstates referred with respect to the energy of fully polarized ferromagnetic state
in a zero field can be calculated from the characteristic equation given by the secular determinant
As a result, one gets five energy bands forming the onemagnon energy spectrum of the mixed spin-1 and spin-1/2 Heisenberg octahedral chain in a zero magnetic field
A dependence of the five energy bands, which correspond to the exact one-magnon eigenstates, on the wave-vector is illustrated in Fig. 3 for several selected values of the interaction ratio J 2 /J 1 . It is worth noticing that three one-magnon energy bands (8) are completely flat (dispersionless), which indicates a bound (localized) character of magnons within these flat bands. 26, 27 The flat band with the eigenenergy ε 1 has the lowest energy among all one-magnon eigenstates (8) in the frustrated region J 2 > 2J 1 (see Fig. 3 ), where a single magnon is preferentially trapped on an elementary square plaquette
It is quite obvious from the previous argumentation that one may construct exact many-magnon eigenstates of the mixed spin-1 and spin-1/2 Heisenberg octahedral chain because the one-magnon eigenstate (9) is locally bound to an elementary square plaquette. Owing to this fact, the localized magnons of the type (9) can be independently placed on square plaquettes, whereas the corresponding many-magnon eigenstates including r bound one-magnon states (9) will have the energy E r = E FM − r(|ε 1 | − h). This fact determines in the frustrated region J 2 > 2J 1 a lower bound for the saturation field, because such bound many-magnon eigenstates have lower (the same) energy in comparison with the fully polarized ferromagnetic state below (at) the saturation field h s = |ε 1 | = 2J 1 + 2J 2 . In the frustrated region J 2 > 2J 1 and magnetic fields h < h s the magnoncrystal (MC) phase with the most dense packing (r = N ) of the localized magnons (9) consequently represents the lowest-energy eigenstate (ground state)
It is noteworthy that the bound magnon-crystal phase (10) should manifest itself in a zero-temperature magnetization curve as the intermediate two-thirds plateau, which should be restricted to the field range h ∈ (J 1 + 2J 2 , 2J 1 + 2J 2 ) provided that this ground state appears due to a field-driven phase transition from the monomertetramer ground state (4). 
C. Bound many-magnon eigenstates and low-temperature thermodynamics
On the basis of the previous results it could be concluded that the monomer-tetramer (4) and the bound magnon-crystal (10) phase are being the respective ground states of the mixed spin-1 and spin-1/2 Heisenberg octahedral chain in a highly frustrated parameter region (J 2 > 3J 1 ) at low and high magnetic fields, respectively. These ground states should be manifested in a respective zero-temperature magnetization curve as the intermediate one-third and two-thirds plateaus. While the bound two-magnon (singlet-tetramer) eigenstate is present at all square plaquettes within the monomertetramer ground state (4), the magnon-crystal ground state (10) involves at all square plaquettes the bound one-magnon eigenstate.
With this background, our further attention will be aimed at a proper description of low-temperature thermodynamics of the mixed spin-1 and spin-1/2 Heisenberg octahedral chain, which will be elaborated from bound many-magnon eigenstates assuming on square plaquettes either the localized two-magnon or one-magnon states. The localized nature of bound one-and twomagnon eigenstates allows us to reformulate this problem using the language of a classical lattice-gas model. For this purpose, let us introduce the chemical potentials of two kind of particles µ 1 = 2J 1 + 2J 2 − h and µ 2 = 4J 1 + 3J 2 − 2h, which determine an energy cost associated with a creation of the bound one-magnon and two-magnon eigenstates at a single square plaquette on the fully polarized ferromagnetic background (see Fig.  4 ). The localized many-magnon eigenstates of the mixed spin-1 and spin-1/2 Heisenberg octahedral chain can be subsequently described by the classical lattice-gas model
where the occupation number n 1,j = 0, 1 (n 2,j = 0, 1) determines whether or not the ith square plaquette is being occupied by the quasiparticle pertinent to the bound one-magnon (two-magnon) eigenstate, respectively. It is worthwhile to remark that one should also consider a hard-core constraint (1-n 1,j n 2,j ) for two kinds of quasiparticles, which excludes a double occupancy of square plaquettes by the bound one-magnon and two-magnon eigenstates when calculating the partition function according to the formula
Here, β = 1/(k B T ), k B is Boltzmann's constant and T is the absolute temperature. The Helmholtz free energy per elementary unit can be calculated from the relation
The other thermodynamic quantities follow straightforwardly from Eq. (12) . For instance, the isothermal magnetization per unit cell is given by
D. Local conservation of spin on square plaquettes and the effective mixed-spin Heisenberg chains
The Hamiltonian (1) of the mixed spin-1 and spin-1/2 Heisenberg octahedral chain can be expressed in terms of the total spin on a square plaquetteŜ ,j = S 2,j +Ŝ 3,j +Ŝ 4,j +Ŝ 5,j , which consequently represents locally conserved quantity with well defined quantum spin numbers. In fact, the zero-field part of the Hamiltonian (1) takes the following form when expressed in terms of the total spin operatorŜ ,j of the square plaquette and the total spin operatorsŜ 24,j =Ŝ 2,j +Ŝ 4,j andŜ 35,j =Ŝ 3,j +Ŝ 5,j of two spin pairs from opposite corners of a square base (see Figs. 1 and 2 )
The former term in the effective Hamiltonian (14) corresponds to the ferrimagnetic mixed spin-(1, S ,j ) Heisenberg chains, while the latter term provides a trivial shift of the energy depending on a size of the quantum spin numbers S ,j , S 24,j and S 35,j . Note that three different values of the quantum spin number S ,j = 0, 1 and 2 are available for the total spin on a square plaquette, whereas the former value S ,j = 0 corresponding to a singlettetramer state is responsible for a fragmentation of the effective mixed-spin Heisenberg chains. The ground state of the effective mixed-spin Heisenberg chains (14) should be found from all available combinations of the quantum spin numbers. The ground states, which do not break the translational symmetry, have the same value of the total spin S ,j on all square plaquettes. This particular set of ground states can be derived from three effective Heisenberg spin models:
(i) the fragmentized mixed spin-1 and spin-0 system
(ii) the uniform spin-(1, 1) Heisenberg chain
(iii) the mixed spin-(1, 2) Heisenberg chain
The respective lowest-energy eigenvalues of the effective Hamiltonians (15)- (17) are given by
where ε 1−S (2N, S T ) labels the lowest-energy eigenvalue per spin of the mixed spin-(1, S ) Heisenberg chains with the unit coupling constant and the total number of 2N spins for a given sector with the total spin S T .
The first energy eigenvalue E 1−0 (2N, S T ) = −2N J 2 relates to the monomer-tetramer ground state (4) with a paramagnetic character of the spin-1 particles and the singlet-plaquette state of the spin-1/2 particles in agreement with previous arguments based on a variational principle. The monomer-tetramer ground state schematically shown in Fig. 5(a) is responsible for existence of the one-third plateau due to zero contribution of the plaquette spin-1/2 particles to the total magnetization and a full polarization of the monomeric spin-1 particles in any small field.
Another lowest-energy eigenstates of the mixed spin-1 and spin-1/2 Heisenberg octahedral chain can be descended from three available ground states of the effective spin-(1,1) Heisenberg chain given by the Hamiltonian (16): the gapped Haldane phase, the gapless Tomonaga-Luttinger spin-liquid phase and the saturated paramagnetic phase. The topologically nontrivial Haldane phase schematically shown in Fig. 5 (e) corresponds to zero magnetization plateau, which terminates at a field-driven quantum phase transition towards the Tomonaga-Luttinger spin-liquid phase. This latter gapless ground state extends until other field-driven quantum phase transition towards the saturated paramagnetic phase is reached. The saturated paramagnetic phase with S ,j =1 relates to the magnon-crystal phase (10), which has a single bound magnon on each square plaquette and is responsible for the two-thirds magnetization plateau.
The last three lowest-energy eigenstates of the mixed spin-1 and spin-1/2 Heisenberg chain, which do not break its translational symmetry, can be derived from the mixed spin-(1,2) Heisenberg chain given by the Hamiltonian (17) . This effective model would imply existence of the Lieb-Mattis ferrimagnetic ground state corresponding to the one-third plateau, which breaks down at a field-induced quantum phase transition towards another Tomonaga-Luttinger spin-liquid phase. This second quantum spin-liquid phase with different magnetization density should be then realized until a field-driven quantum phase transition towards the fully polarized paramagnetic phase with all S ,j =2 is reached at the saturation field.
It should be stressed, however, that the ground state of the mixed spin-1 and spin-1/2 Heisenberg octahedral chain may possibly break a translational symmetry and hence, the lowest-energy eigenstates of the mixed spin-(1,S ,j ) Heisenberg chains with nonuniform values of the quantum spin number S ,j should be also taken into consideration. The period doubling can be for instance achieved through a regular alternation of composite triplet (S ,j = 1) and quintet (S ,j = 2) states on odd and even square plaquettes (or vice versa), which leads to the effective mixed spin-(1,1,1,2) Heisenberg chain given by the Hamiltonian
The lowest-energy eigenstates of the effective mixed spin-(1,1,1,2) Heisenberg chain in different sectors of S T are given by
. (22) It turns out that the lowest-energy state arising out of the mixed spin-(1,1,1,2) Heisenberg chain given by (21) is the gapped Lieb-Mattis ferrimagnet corresponding to a one-sixth plateau realized within a tiny interval of the magnetic fields. By inspection we have found that there does not exist any other higher-period ground state with a regular alternation of composite triplet (S ,j = 1) and quintet (S ,j = 2) states. More striking ground states may however appear if four spin-1/2 particles from a square base form a singlettetramer (bound two-magnon) eigenstate, which causes a fragmentation of the mixed spin-1 and spin-1/2 Heisenberg octahedral chain into smaller spin clusters due to absence of spin-spin correlations across the singlet-tetramer state. For instance, the regular alternation of the composite triplet (S ,2j−1 = 1) and singlet (S ,2j = 0) states on odd and even square plaquettes (or vice versa) is described by the effective mixed spin-(1,1,1,0) Heisenberg chain defined through the Hamiltonian
The effective Hamiltonian (23) corresponds to the spin-1 Heisenberg trimers, which are separated from each other through the spin-0 quasiparticles resembling the singlet-tetramer state on a square plaquette. The lowestenergy eigenstate of three antiferromagnetically coupled spin-1 particles (Heisenberg trimers) is a triplet state with the energy eigenvalue −3J 1 and consequently, the ground-state energy of the triplet hexamer-singlet tetramer ground state to be further referred to as the hexamer-tetramer phase reads
The hexamer-tetramer ground state apparently corresponds to a regular alternation of the plaquette singlet and octahedral (hexamer) triplets schematically shown in Fig. 5(b) . It is worthy to note that the hexamertetramer ground state should manifest itself as the onesixth plateau, which is however of quite different nature as another period-two ground state corresponding to the collective Lieb-Mattis ferrimagnetic ground state (21)- (22) . Moreover, the triplet state of the mixed spin-1 and spin-1/2 Heisenberg octahedron shown in Fig. 2 can be alternatively viewed as the cluster-based Haldane state, which is quite analogous to that recently reported by Fujihala et al. for the mineral-crystal fedotovite.
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Eventually, there also may appear another higherperiod ground states, which involve the cluster-based Haldane states within the spin clusters extended over a finite number of octahedra. The effective Hamiltonian of this peculiar class of cluster-based Haldane phases reads
where p is the magnetic period of ground state determining a regular repetition of the plaquette-singlet state. The ground-state energy corresponding to the effective Hamiltonian (25) of the period-p cluster-based Haldane phase can be expressed as follows
Here, the symbol ε 1 2p−1 denotes the ground-state energy of the spin-1 Heisenberg chain with the odd number of spins 2p − 1 and unit coupling constant, which belongs to the triplet sector with the total spin S T = 1. It is worthwhile to remark that the aforedescribed hexamertetramer ground state with a periodic repetition of the triplet hexamers and singlet tetramers is being the simplest representative of the cluster-based Haldane phases with the specific period p = 2.
It could be anticipated that the higher-period clusterbased Haldane states emerge, if any, in between the uniform Haldane phase and the hexamer-tetramer phase. According to the formula (26) the energy of the (p + 1)-periodic cluster-based Haldane state is smaller than the energy of the p-periodic cluster-based Haldane state when the intra-plaquette coupling constant J 2 is smaller than the critical value
A stability condition of the cluster-based Haldane phase with the period p, which would be wedged in between the (p − 1)-and (p + 1)-periodic cluster-based Haldane phases, is then given by the inequality J 2 (p − 1 → p) > J 2 (p → p + 1) taking the following equivalent form
If the prerequisite (28) would hold for any period p, one could prove by induction existence of an infinite series of the cluster-based Haldane states. However, it turns out that the condition (28) is met for the period p = 2, 3 and 4 only. This fact implies that the fragmentation due to a periodic repetition of the singlet-tetramer states does not cause presence of infinite series of the cluster-based Haldane states, which would be manifested in zero-temperature magnetization process as infinite series of the magnetization plateaus at 1/3p of the saturation magnetization. This is in sharp contrast to the fragmentation reported by Schulenburg and Richter in the spin-1/2 Heisenberg orthogonal-dimer chain. [13] [14] [15] It should be nevertheless mentioned that the cluster-based Haldane phase with the period p = 3 (p = 4) schematically illustrated in Fig. 5(c) [5(d) ] manifests itself in the zero-temperature magnetization curve of the mixed spin-1 and spin-1/2 Heisenberg chain as a tiny one-ninth (one-twelfth) magnetization plateau.
To bring insight into all possible cluster-based Haldane phases, we have depicted in Fig. 6 local magnetizations as a function of site numbering within this peculiar class of fragmentized ground states. It should be noticed that the four spins belonging to the same square plaquette have the same local magnetization and hence, these local magnetizations were merged together. Moreover, all local magnetizations of the spin-1/2 particles are equal zero within the singlet-plaquette state. In the hexamertetramer phase [see = 0 (j = 2, 3, 4, 5) as exemplified in Fig. 6(a) . As one can see from Fig. 6(b) and (c), the local magnetization of the monomeric spins-1 particles belonging to a finite cluster in a triplet state is different inside of this cluster and at an interface with the plaquette-singlet state. The local magnetization of the monomeric spin-1 particles at edges with the plaquette-singlet states is higher than the local magnetization of the monomeric spins inside of the cluster. This difference could signal formation of edge states, which bear some resemblance with the topologically protected edge states of the AKLT model. 3, 4 It should be pointed out, however, that the edge spins of the fragmentized cluster-based Haldane phases does not provide the only nonzero contribution to the total magnetization and thus, they cannot be identified with the fractional spin-1/2 topologically protected quasiparticles.
Last but not least, it is worthwhile to remark that the monomer-tetramer phase and the uniform Haldane phase schematically illustrated in Fig. 5(a) and (e) represent two limiting cases of the aforementioned class of cluster-based Haldane states from the viewpoint of fragmentation. On the one hand, the maximal fragmentation takes place in the monomer-tetramer phase due to the plaquette-singlet states of all spin-1/2 particles, while the uniform Haldane phase can be alternatively viewed as the cluster-based Haldane state with the infinite period p = ∞ and all local magnetizations equal zero [see Fig. 6(d) ].
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
This section will be devoted to a detailed analysis of the most interesting results, which have been obtained for the ground state, magnetization curves and lowtemperature thermodynamics of the mixed spin-1 and spin-1/2 Heisenberg octahedral chain within the help of methods thoroughly described in a previous section.
A. Ground-state phase diagrams and magnetization curves
First, we will comprehensively examine a ground state of the mixed spin-1 and spin-1/2 Heisenberg octahedral chain at zero magnetic field. All zero-field ground states are quoted in Fig. 7 along with specific values of their phase boundaries. It turns out that the investigated quantum spin chain displays a plethora of exotic quantum phases including two ferrimagnetic phases of LiebMattis type, the uniform Haldane phase, three fragmentized cluster-based Haldane phases and the monomertetramer phase upon variation of a relative strength of two considered coupling constants J 2 /J 1 . At relatively small values of the interaction ratio J 2 /J 1 < 1.018 the ground state of the mixed spin-1 and spin-1/2 Heisenberg octahedral chain is the Lieb-Mattis ferrimagnetic phase, which originates from the effective mixed spin-(1, 2) Heisenberg chain 34 with the energy eigenvalue (20) . The other ferrimagnetic phase with a doubled period of the magnetic unit cell can be only found in a relatively narrow interval of parameter space J 2 /J 1 ∈ (1.018, 1.073). This ground state follows from the lowest-energy eigenstate (21) of the effective mixed spin-(1, 1, 1, 2) Heisenberg chain and it is quite plausible to conjecture that it also belongs to a class of Lieb-Mattis ferrimagnetic states although the four-sublattice character of the effective mixed spin-(1, 1, 1, 2) Heisenberg chain precludes the simple argumentation on the grounds of Lieb-Mattis theorem.
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Most strikingly, one also gets the uniform Haldane phase as the most spectacular quantum ground state with a nontrivial topology, which comes from the effective spin-(1,1) Heisenberg chain providing the lowestenergy eigenstate (19) in the parameter region J 2 /J 1 ∈ (1.073, 2.577). In addition, one also encounters two related cluster-based Haldane phases being subject to fragmentation in a relatively narrow range of the interaction ratio J 2 /J 1 ∈ (2.577, 2.583) for p = 4 and J 2 /J 1 ∈ (2.583, 2.660) for p = 3, respectively. In contrast to the uniform Haldane phase, the fragmentized clusterbased Haldane phases disturb the translational symmetry because of a periodic repetition of the plaquette-singlet state breaking the octahedral chain into smaller fragments. It is noteworthy that the stability of the fragmentized cluster-based Haldane phases is inversely proportional to a period of the magnetic unit cell p. In fact, the hexamer-tetramer ground state with a regular alternation of the triplet-hexamer and singlet-tetramer states, as the last member of this family with the specific period p = 2, extends over a much wider interval of the parameter space J 2 /J 1 ∈ (2.660, 3) than other two fragmentized cluster-based Haldane phases together. Last but not least, the monomer-tetramer ground state (4) with a singlet-plaquette state of the spin-1/2 particles and the paramagnetic character of the spin-1 particles emerges in a highly-frustrated parameter region J 2 /J 1 > 3 in agreement with the variational arguments presented in Sect. II A. Next, our attention will be focused on a ground-state analysis at finite magnetic fields. First, we will review the magnetization values of all aforementioned zero-field ground states. The two quantum ferrimagnetic ground states related to the lowest-energy eigenstates of the effective mixed spin-(1, 2) and spin-(1, 1, 1, 2) Heisenberg chains should manifest themselves in zero-temperature magnetization curves as intermediate plateaus at onethird and one-sixth of the saturation magnetization, respectively. Contrarily, the uniform Haldane phase should be responsible for a zero magnetization plateau, while three fragmentized cluster-based Haldane phases with the period p = 2, 3 and 4 should cause one-sixth, one-ninth and one-twelfth plateau, respectively. The monomer-tetramer ground state (4) affords another onethird plateau, which solely arises from a full polarization of the monomeric spin-1 particles.
The overall ground-state phase diagram of the mixed spin-1 and spin-1/2 Heisenberg octahedral chain is displayed in Fig. 8 in the J 2 /J 1 − h/J 1 plane. As one can see, the depicted ground-state phase diagram is especially diverse in a less frustrated parameter space J 2 /J 1 < 3 with regard to existence of three quantum spin-liquid regions, two of which come from the effective spin-(1,1) Fig. 9(a) ]. If the ratio of the coupling constants is from the interval J 2 /J 1 ∈ (1.018, 1.073) one obtains the analogous zero-temperature magnetization curve with only one exception that a tiny one-sixth plateau pertinent to the ferrimagnetic phase with the doubled period of the magnetic unit cell is present prior to the more extensive one-third plateau. The zero-magnetization plateau related to the uniform Haldane phase emerges when the interaction ratio is selected from the interval J 2 /J 1 ∈ (1.073, 2.577), see Figs. 9(b)-(f). The uniform Haldane phase either breaks down at a discontinuous field-driven quantum phase transition towards the ferrimagnetic phase with a doubled period (one-sixth plateau) or a continuous field-driven quantum phase transition towards the Tomonaga-Luttinger quantum spin liquid [see Fig. 9 (b)-(e)] or a discontinuous field-driven phase transition towards the fragmentized cluster-based Haldane phase with the period p = 4 corresponding to one-twelfth plateau [see Fig. 9(f) ].
It should be pointed out that the microscopic nature of a wide one-third plateau basically depends on whether the interaction ratio is smaller or greater than Zero-temperature magnetization curve involves twothirds plateau inherent to the bound magnon-crystal phase (10) whenever the interaction ratio exceeds J 2 /J 1 = 1.685. The bound magnon-crystal phase is either wedged in between two quantum spin-liquid regions [see Fig. 9(d) ] or it appears due to a discontinuous magnetization jump from the one-third plateau relevant to the monomer-tetramer phase [see Figs. 9(e) and (f)]. It is noteworthy that the intermediate two-thirds plateau due to the magnon-crystal state (10) with a single magnon bound on each square plaquette can alternatively be interpreted as the saturated state of the effective spin-(1,1) Heisenberg chain.
Last but not least, it follows from Fig. 8 that the ground-state phase diagram is fully consistent with presence of the monomer-tetramer state (4) and the bound magnon-crystal state (10) predicted in Sects. II A and II B for the highly-frustrated parameter region J 2 /J 1 > 3 by making use of the variational procedure and the localized-magnon approach, respectively. The localized nature of bound two-and one-magnon states within the monomer-tetramer phase (4) and the magnon-crystal phase (10) additionally allows a classical description of low-temperature magnetothermodynamics using the localized-magnon approach elaborated in Sect. II C, which will be comprehensively examined in the following section.
B. Magnetothermodynamics in a highly frustrated parameter region
In the following part we will take advantage of the localized-magnon approach elaborated in Sect. II C in order to discuss the most interesting results for a lowtemperature magnetothermodynamics of the mixed spin-1 and spin-1/2 Heisenberg octahedral chain in a highly frustrated parameter region J 2 /J 1 ≥ 3. The magnetization process of the mixed spin-1 and spin-1/2 Heisenberg octahedral chain is depicted in Fig. 10(a) as a function of the external magnetic field for three different temperatures and the interaction ratio J 2 /J 1 = 3 representing a lower limit for applicability of the localized-magnon approach. As one can see from Fig. 10(a) , the magnetization curve of the mixed spin-1 and spin-1/2 quantum Heisenberg octahedral chain exhibits two intermediate plateaus at one-third and two-thirds of the saturation magnetization, which correspond to the monomertetramer phase (4) and the bound magnon-crystal phase (10) in accordance with the ground-state phase diagram (see Fig. 8 ). It is obvious that an increase of temperature causes a gradually smoothing of the stepwise magnetization curve. The magnetization data obtained from the localized-magnon approach are in a plausible agreement with the full ED data at low enough temperatures, while both results start to deviate from each other at moderate temperatures k B T /J 1 ≈ 0.5 due to a low-energy excitations presumably towards the hexamer-tetramer ground state. The hexamer-tetramer ground state coexists with the monomer-tetramer ground state at the specific value of the interaction ratio J 2 /J 1 = 3, which accordingly represents a lower limit for the usability of the localizedmagnon approach. The higher the temperature is, the higher is the deviation between the outcomes of ED and localized-magnon approach. It can be seen from Fig.  10(b) that the specific heat of the mixed spin-1 and spin-1/2 Heisenberg octahedral chain shows even more pronounced differences between the ED data and the respective results gained within the localized-magnon approach. However, both approaches predict the qualitatively same temperature dependence of the specific heat with two separate peaks located in a proximity of critical magnetic fields, at which the magnetization undergoes at zero temperature discontinuous jump. It is evident from Fig. 10(b) that the localized-magnon approach undervalues the specific heat primarily at low magnetic fields, where the excited states related to the hexamer-tetramer state are not accounted for. As a matter of fact, better quantitative agreement can be obtained if one considers higher values of the interaction ratio J 2 /J 1 , which would fall deeper inside into a phase stability of the monomertetramer ground state, e.g. J 2 /J 1 = 4. To illustrate the case, the magnetization curve and specific heat of the mixed spin-1 and spin-1/2 of Heisenberg octahedral chain is displayed in Fig. 10 (c) and (d) for this particular value of the interaction ratio. As one can see, the magnetization data obtained from the localized-magnon approach are in a perfect agreement with the ED data up to relatively high temperatures k B T /J 1 0.5 and the same conclusion can be reached for the field dependence of specific heat. It can be understood from Fig. 10(d) that the quantitative discrepancy between the specificheat data obtained from the localized-magnon approach and full ED gradually diminishes as the interaction ratio J 1 /J strengthens. In fact, the localized-magnon approach gives just slightly undervalued specific heat when comparing it with ED data at relatively high temperature (k B T /J 1 ≃ 0.5) due to excited states neglected within the proposed localized-magnon scheme.
IV. CONCLUSION
The present article provides a detailed study of the mixed spin-1 and spin-1/2 Heisenberg octahedral chain by the use of several complementary analytical and numerical methods. The mixed spin-1 and spin-1/2 Heisenberg octahedral chain exhibits a plethora of exotic quantum states with the character of the uniform Haldane phase, the cluster-based Haldane phases, the ferrimagnetic phases of Lieb-Mattis type, the quantum spin liquids and the bound magnon-crystal phases.
The low-temperature magnetothermodynamics was elaborated in the highly frustrated parameter region J 2 /J 1 > 3 by the use of localized-magnon approach, which allows to examine a magnetization process and other basic thermodynamic quantities in a full range of magnetic fields from zero up to saturation. This approach is based on a two-component lattice-gas model accounting for the lowest-energy eigenstates being composed of a bound one-and two-magnon states. A comparison between the results obtained from the localizedmagnon approach and exact diagonalization has proved a satisfactorily description of low-temperature magnetothermodynamics of the mixed spin-1 and spin-1/2 Heisenberg octahedral chain in a full range of the magnetic field up to moderate temperatures k B T /J ≈ 0.5. The most spectacular quantum ground states relate to three cluster-based Haldane phases, which exhibit a higher-period of a magnetic unit cell due to a spontaneous breaking of the translational symmetry. The cluster-based Haldane phases are constituted from a finite spin cluster in a triplet state (a few connected octahedra), which can be effectively described by the open spin-1 Heisenberg chains with odd number of spins separated from each other by plaquette-singlet state. Whilst two fragmentized cluster-based Haldane phases with the period p = 3 and 4 are stable only in a relatively narrow parameter region, the hexamer-tetramer phase as another special case with the period p = 2 is stable in a relatively wide interval of the magnetic fields. It is worthwhile to remark that analogous cluster-based Haldane phase has been recently predicted also for the mineral crystal fedotovite. 21 The cluster-based Haldane phases are subject of current intense interest from the viewpoint of quantum processing of information and quantum computing, because appropriate modification of them could possibly lead to a creation of topologically protected edge states. This represents a challenging task for future studies.
